
 

 
Abstract—The present study shows the ground work results 

from the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis for the 
residential new town Danhai in the northern Taiwan. As a new 
approach in urban and community planning and design 
subjects, we performed the simulations to obtain numerical 
predictions of flow characteristics around the buildings for 
exploring the wind field of the Danhai new town. In the analysis, 
the dimensions of calculation domain were 3 km long, 2 km 
wide and 0.6 km high. We considered the incompressible 
isothermal turbulent flow over the high-rise residential 
buildings to probe the interaction of airflow with buildings as 
well as to better understand the effect of the contiguous design 
on the urban ventilation outcome. A modified model was also 
proposed through removal of a single building in the windward 
of community to enlarge the wind pathway. The simulated 
results evidently indicated that the improved design 
significantly enhanced ventilation with a comfortable wind 
environment achieved in the central open space for residents. 

Keywords— high-rise residential building, Layout of 
neighborhood, Danhai, Computational fluid dynamics  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The studies of urban environment have become more and 
more important in the past decades because of the rapid 
development of urbanization in industrial countries. Many 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) studies were performed 
to investigate the wind field characteristics within a building 
complex [1] and around high-rise buildings at a pedestrian 
level [2-3]. Prevailing winds in urban areas can be 
substantially modified by the increasing number of closely 
placed high-rise buildings, leading to a great change of the 
natural ventilation behavior [4]. In addition, air inside a 
building needs to be replenished recurrently. Without a 
supply of new air, sources of irritation and allergy in the air, 
such as dust or hair, can adversely influence human health. 
Hence, it has been noticed as an important issue to bring the 
fresh cool air from outside into a building and drive the stale 
warm air out via an outlet. Kotani et al. [5] and Chen [6] have 
conducted extensive reviews on natural ventilation and cross  
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ventilation in planning and designing the high-rise buildings. 
Ayata and Yildiz [7] indicated that the performance of 
natural ventilation could be markedly improved by means of 
the proper arrangement of building orientation with respect 
to the prevailing wind. Chow [8] demonstrated that the 
openings of buildings and incident wind could be employed 
for improving the natural ventilation in high-rise apartments 
under different ventilation conditions. Blocken and 
Carmeliet [9] analyzed the pedestrian wind environment 
around buildings, and showed that the high wind speed 
introduced by high-rise buildings can result in uncomfortable 
or even dangerous conditions at the pedestrian level [10]. The 
terrain roughness effect can also play an important role in the 
outcome of wind comfort studies. 

Orientations of the building and ventilation openings 
have to be designed with respect to the climate and 
topography conditions on a wind environment, while the 
CFD predictions should be carefully taken into account in the 
layout of high-rise buildings with the key focused aspects 
including the pedestrian wind environment, natural 
ventilation, air movement and safety/comfort issues in a 
living space. The researches were performed using the CFD 
tools to study the flow phenomenon in the buildings having 
an atrium [11, 12]. The high-rise residential buildings with 
atriums have large space for residents' activities and show 
different flow processes in nature, as compared to the 
common buildings. It is crucial to remove the pollution and 
heat at the top of an atrium by wind and drive air movement 
through an atrium well of buildings. Mouriki et al. [13] and 
Hussain and Oosthuizen [14] reported the comparisons of 
CFD predictions and experimental measurements for the 
atrium-type buildings. Taking various court dimensions into 
consideration, Kotani [15] surveyed the questionnaire for a 
light well of high-rise apartment buildings to study the 
evaluation of occupants on the environment. Holland [16] 
explored the effects of the external wind speed and direction 
on the air change rate of a two-story building in a naturally 
ventilated atrium space. 
 In recent times, it has become increasingly important to 
perform the pre-evaluation and design simulations in the 
planning and development of new towns. This CFD-based 
analysis, from the fluidic view, investigates the interaction of 
wind field with structures of Danhai New Town, located in 
northern Taiwan, for improving microclimate around the 
building cluster. To explore the airflow characteristics, we 
examined the distributions of streamwise, crosswise velocity 
components and the pressure over the plane at a height of 1.5 
m around the buildings. The simulated results can be used to 
assess the sufficiency of natural ventilation for the central 
open space of community. In order to generate the suitable 
environments of natural ventilation for residents, an adequate 
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transverse opening must be left with least obstacles along the 
wind pathway to allow the airflow passing into the desired 
central open space of the neighborhood. A modified layout of 
neighborhood was proposed to remove a single building in 
the windward for enhancement of urban ventilation. 
Furthermore, this study can help the planners and strategy 
makers to better understand the interaction between buildings 
and neighborhood for realizing an optimal urban 
environment.  

II. DESCRIPTION OF DANHAI NEW TOWN PLANNING  

The construction of Danhai New Town was launched 
by the Construction and Planning Agency (CPA) of the 
Ministry of Interior Affairs of Taiwan in 1992. The objective 
at that time was to alleviate the tension in the growth of 
Taipei Metropolis, preserve land, solve the problem of 
insufficient housing in two neighboring metropolises, and 
establish a high standard in the city development process [17]. 
Danhai New Town is located 16 km northeast of the central 
Taipei City. The plan of the new town is to implement a grid 
system of the road network for distribution of buildings and 
facilities. The main basic concepts are to make best use of 
local and peripheral special resources, plan a detailed 
framework in which pedestrians and vehicles have dedicated 
lanes, construct a world-class fundamental infrastructure 
with a computerized monitoring system, and produce a 
high-quality living space and good city landscape. According 
to the official source, the total area to be developed is 1756 ha 
on which it is designed for accommodating 240,000 people to 
live and various supporting facilities. Danhai New Town is 
situated between hills and waters to take advantage of its 
natural features, and is very attractive in terms of mountain 
and sea travel for Taiwan’s coastal recreation.   

CPA has conducted orientation of the Danhai New Town 
planning with evaluation and adjustment of development 
strategies completed since 2002. The future Danhai New 
Town will concentrate on developing high-quality living, 
coastal business and recreation, and medical-care concerns. 
Hence, Taiwan's government and people have great concern 
in the urban and building development of Danhai in view of 
the fact that it practices as the blueprint for the modern new 
towns to Taiwan in this new century. Since the new town 
location is close to the coastline, it is expected that the wind 
can substantially influence the micro-climate near high-rise 
residential buildings. Considering different stages of 
development in Danhai, Fig. 1 illustrates (A) the original 
planning concept of Danhai New Town in 1992, (B) the top 
view of the central area of Danhai in 2009, (C) the current 
development of Danhai in 2012, (D) a typical high-rise 
residential building in Danhai, and (E) the zoning map and 
the location of simulated high-rise buildings in Danhai.  In 
this research, we conducted the CFD analysis for the above 
representative high-rise building clusters and lower level 
facilities in accordance with the urban design guideline.  

III. COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS 

To conduct the computational analysis for evaluating 
the layout of the residential buildings to be constructed, the 
physical model considers the environmental wind flowing 
over the high-rise buildings in Danhai New Town. The inlet 
boundary condition in CFD computations of the atmospheric  

 
Fig. 1 (A) Original planning concept of Danhai New Town in 1992, (B) Top 
view of central area of Danhai in 2009, (C) Current development of Danhai 
in 2012,   (D) A typical high-rise residential building in Danhai, and (E) 
Zoning map and the location of simulated high-rise buildings in Danhai. 
(Sources adapted from CPA, 2006, Google Earth, 2009, and New Taipei City 
government, 2012.) 

 
boundary layer (ABL) flow was used to model the associated 
atmospheric processes [18]. Numerical computations by the 
CFD software ANSYS/Fluent® were performed to explore 
the wind field structure characterized by the interaction of 
wind flow with residence buildings. The theoretical approach 
was based on the steady-state three-dimensional conservation 
equations of mass and momentum for the incompressible 
isothermal turbulent airflow over the calculation domain [19]. 
The governing equations are stated as follows:  
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In the above equations, ui designates the velocity 
component in the i direction; whereas p, ρ, μeff and ρgi 
represent the pressure, density, effective viscosity (defined as 
the sum of laminar viscosity μ and turbulent viscosity μt) and 
gravitational force, respectively. Considered as the most 
popular, well-established and widely tested turbulence model, 
a standard k-ε two-equation turbulent model [20] was 
adopted for turbulence closure, as follows:  
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The production term is given as   
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Here μt is Cμ ρk
2/ε; k, the turbulent kinetic energy; and ε, the 

turbulent energy dissipation rate. As a common practice, the 
constants Cμ, Cε1, Cε2, σk and σε were 0.09, 1.44, 1.92, 1.0 and 
1.3, respectively. In this study, the ambient pressure was 1 
atm. A zero normal-pressure gradient condition was imposed 
on the solid wall surface, k and   profiles, respectively, as 
the incoming wind flow condition [21].  
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The signs 0z  and K symbolize the aerodynamic roughness 

and the von Karman’s constant (≈ 0.4). The ABL friction 
velocity *

ABLu  is computed from a specified velocity Uh at a 

reference height h. The sign
ABLU , the mean inlet velocity at 

the height of z, can be obtained via Eq. (7) to generate a 
velocity profile within the ABL with the turbulence kinetic 
energy and dissipation rate computed via Eqs (8) and (9), 
respectively. In essence, roughness will increase the drag for 
the cross-flow over the surface, leading to the case that the 
logarithmic law for velocity profile, being the basis of the 
standard wall function approach, is no longer valid in the 
presence of roughness. In this study, the real obstruction 
effect on the wind flow was modeled in terms of equivalent 
roughness by the roughness wall functions to replace the 
obstacles applied to the bottom plane of domain [22, 23]. 
According to the updated Davenport roughness classification 

[24], the aerodynamic roughness 0z  was set to be 0.1 m for 

simulating the peripheral areas of the high-rise buildings in 
Danhai as roughly open terrain. The constant static pressure 
boundary condition was also applied at the outlet of the 
calculation domain. When the top and lateral boundaries 
were placed far away from the boundary layer, the symmetry 
boundary conditions were used by prescribing the zero 
normal component of velocity and nil normal derivatives for 
all flow variables at the boundaries. The above mathematical 
equations were discredited by the finite control volume 
approach. An iterative semi-implicit method for pressure- 
linked equations consistent (SIMPLEC) [25] numerical 
method was adopted for velocity-pressure coupling. In this 
study, an accurate steady-state flowfield was obtained with 
convergence of the normalized residual errors of flow 
variables to 10-6 and the mass balance check under 0.5% for 
establishment of the wind flowfield of indoor and outdoor 
environments. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Simulations were conducted through solving the 
interaction of airflow with buildings to examine the wind 
field at the pedestrian level for probing the influence of the 
neighboring design on the urban ventilation effect and 
improving the microclimate around the residential area. 
Figure 2 illustrates the mesh system for a typical high-rise 
building setup in Danhai, Taiwan. The mesh system 
comprised two main sections, including the neighborhood 
domain formed by 8 high-rise residential buildings and 2 
lower level facilities as well as the surrounding domain 
(simplified as a flat surface) around the site. The averaged 
cell size was around 0.45m near the high-rise building with 
the smallest spacing of 0.03m to resolve steep variations of 
flow properties. Computations were performed on the total 
number grids of 7296469, 9777268, and 12710448. The 
numerical predictions of the flow velocities along the 
perimeters and vertical centerlines of eight high-rise 
residential buildings at three different grids suggested that the 
satisfactory grid independence can be achieved by a mesh 
setup of 9777268 grids.    

 
    Fig. 2 Mesh systems for a typical high-rise building setup in Danhai 

It generally requires 240 hours of central processing 
unit (CPU) time to acquire a converged steady-state solution 
on an Intel®Core™i7X900-3.47GHz (24.0GB RAM) 
personal computer. In this paper, we present the CFD 
simulated results of outdoor flowfield for the wind across the 
Danhai high-rise residential buildings. In calculations, the 
density and viscosity were 1.19 kg/m3 and 1.84× 10-5 N-s/m2 
at the annual mean temperature of 29ºC [26] in Danshui for 
the baseline case. From the recorded data of a local 
meteorological station, the annual mean wind speed of 3m/s 
along the x direction was used to calculate the ABL velocity. 
Figure 3 shows the predicted streamlines, streamwise 
velocity magnitude and pressure contours of wind field for 
the incoming ABL flow from the sea. In Fig. 3-A, B, the 
neighborhood mainly consisted of two parts: the high-rise 
buildings and low-level facilities with two sections at the 
heights of 1.5 and 5m, respectively. The central open space 
was enfolded by residential units for recreation or children 
playgrounds of the community. The wind effect on the 
residents was then investigated via the current layout and 
building design with the wind flowing through the spacing of 
the high buildings to low level facilities, and then exhausting 
through the other side of the neighborhood. In Fig.3-C, we 
can observe the low wind velocity of about 1m/s (light blue 
color) in the 1.5m pedestrian level of the central open space.  
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The high pressure areas of about 101.33kpa (marked in an 
orange color) were also noted in the windward of the first 
high-rise building demonstrated in Fig 3-D. For the section 
level at a height of 5m in Fig3-E, F, the wind velocity in the 
central area of community is up to 2m/s due to disappearance 
of lower facilities.  

 
Fig. 3 Predicted streamwise velocity magnitude and pressure contours of 
wind field for the incoming ABL flow from the front of community  

Figure 4 illustrates the close-up views of the predicted 
axial velocity and pressure contours of wind field in the 
windward and leeward sides of the buildings. Considering 
the wind coming from the front of the neighborhood at a 
height of 1.5m as shown in Fig.4-A, It was observed that the 
wind velocity was decreased dramatically when the flow was 
approaching the solid buildings with the velocity magnitudes 
reduced from 3m/s (in green color) to 1m/s (in light blue 
color). We can identity some recirculating and low wind 
speed areas in the back of buildings especially in the central 
open space. Figure 4-B demonstrates the high pressure areas 
(the orange bubble) in the windward of this neighborhood. In 
Fig.4-C, the low wind velocity was below 1m/s (in deep blue 
color) with the free stream in the leeward of high-rise 
buildings. Conversely, the pressure distribution was more 
even in the leeward of the first high-rise building exhibited in 
Fig4-D. 

Figure 5-A-D illustrates the predicted crosswise velocity 
and pressure contours of wind field at different cross-sections 
across the central open space of the community. Figure 5-B 
shows a very low-speed area (in a deep blue color) with the 
crosswise velocity magnitude under 1m/s occurred in the 
middle between the two high-rise buildings attributable to the 
hindering influence of the first single high-rise building in the 
windward. Figures 5-C and D show the transverse velocity 
magnitude in the middle of the neighborhood. The 
streamlines pass over the lower facility with a low-speed 
wake flow (in light blue color) formed behind the tall one. A 
massive decreasing (in both light and deep blue color) 

velocity magnitude in the right side of the last high-rise 
building, quiet obviously, due to the presence of other 
buildings as obstacles at the wind pathway. 

 
Fig. 4 Close-up views of predicted axial velocity and pressure contours of 
wind field in the windward and leeward sides of the buildings  

Figure 6-A-D demonstrates the predicted streamwise 
velocity and pressure contours of wind field across the 
central open space. The local flow separation appeared at the 
leading edge of the top of lower facility, while the 
free-stream flow was recovered in the area beyond the 
separated shear layer. A low-speed vortex developed 
between two buildings in Fig. 6-B indicated that the spacing 
of buildings is an important factor to the wind effect on the 
layout planning. The wind speed in the central open space 
was less than 1m/s due to the blockage of the both high-rise 
and lower buildings in Fig. 6-C. The urban ventilation is 
highly influenced by the layout of high density and much 
closer spacing of high-rise buildings. A large low-speed area 
(less than 1m/s and marked in deep blue color) were also 
noted behind the high-rise building in Fig. 6-D. 

 
Fig. 5 Predicted crosswise velocity and pressure contours of wind field 
across the central open space for the incoming ABL flow from the front of 
the community 

To deal with the insufficient urban ventilation in Danhai, 
Fig. 7 illustrates the predicted streamlines, axial velocity 
magnitude and pressure contours of wind field for 
enhancement of urban ventilation over the new neighborhood. 
As shown in Fig. 7-A, the obstacle (i.e. the first high-rise 
building) at the front of the wind pathway was eliminated 
with 7 buildings left in total. A larger opening was formed to  
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Fig. 6 Predicted streamlines, streamwise velocity magnitude and pressure 
contours of wind field across the central open space for the incoming ABL 
flow from the front of the community 

induce the wind toward the central open space for enhancing 
the ventilation. In Fig. 7-B, the stereo streamlines at a height 
of 1.5m demonstrate the wind passing through the 
neighborhood. The wind speed was also increased to 
approximately 1.5m/s (in light blue color) in central open 
space as illustrated in Fig. 7-C. As compare to Fig 3-c, the 
low-speed wind area was reduced via removing a single 
building. In Fig.7-D, we can observe that the high pressure 
areas become smaller and roughly divided into two sectors. 
For the plane at a height of 5m in Fig7-E, the wind flowed 
into the central part of the community much smoother with 
the velocity increased up to 2.5m/s in the central area of 
community due to withdrawal of the first high-rise building. 
In Fig7-F, the high pressure concentration reduced and the 
effect areas are become smaller, as compare to Fig. 3-F. In 

 
Fig. 7  Predicted streamlines, axial velocity magnitude and pressure contours 
of wind field for enhancement of urban ventilation for the incoming ABL 
flow from the front of the improved neighborhood layout in Danhai 

brief, the benefit from changing the building layout is quite 
evident in strengthening the ventilation mechanism for 
achieving a better residential living environment. 

According to the simulation results of new layout, Figure 8 
illustrates the Close-up views of predicted streamlines, axial 
velocity magnitude and pressure contours of wind field in the 
windward and leeward sides. In comparison with Fig. 4-A, 
ventilation in the central open space was improved at the 
pedestrian level (in light blue color). The sizes of the 
recirculating and low-speed areas in the wake of buildings 
became smaller or even invisible. In Fig. 8-B, the high 
pressure areas (the orange bubble) in the windward were 
observed as two smaller parts in the two wings. In Fig.8-C, 
the low-wind velocity areas in the leeward of high-rise 
buildings are also reduced.. 

 
Fig. 8 Close-up views of predicted streamlines, axial velocity magnitude and 
pressure contours of wind field in the windward and leeward sides for the 
incoming ABL flow from the front of the improved layout in Danhai  

In Fig. 9, removing the first single high-rise building in 
the windward tended to enlarge the inflow area of the wind 
with disappearance of those low-speed areas (less than 1m/s 
and in a deep blue color) in the middle between two high-rise 
buildings. Alternatively, the streamlines passed through the 
lower facility and two low-speed areas (in light blue color) 
formed behind buildings. Figure 9-D clearly indicated a 
substantial decrease in the low-speed areas in the right side of 
the last high-rise building, as compared to Fig. 5-D.  

 
Fig. 9 Predicted streamlines, crosswise velocity magnitude and pressure 
contours of wind field across the central open space for the incoming ABL 
flow from the front of the improved layout in Danhai 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

The present study has described a computational 
framework to investigate the CPA design concept in Danhai 
New Town, with a main focus on examining the building 
geometric layout and its interaction with the urban wind 
environments. Applying the CFD as an effective tool to 
simulate the urban wind flowing across the neighborhood, 
city planners can better understand a conceivable physical 
environment of the urban areas with the predicted streamlines, 
velocity and pressure distribution at the pedestrian level. The 
micro-climatic conditions of the city can also be 
characterized before the development and settlement of 
design strategies. Adjusting and reshaping the layout of the 
buildings over the neighborhood based on the feedback of the 
simulated results can be much effective and convincible. This 
research intends to integrate the detailed analysis via the 
CFD-based simulations serving as a digital wind tunnel with 
the urban planners’ concept from realistic physical sense for 
design an optimal city. The urban ventilation process for the 
wind over the Danhai New Town has been examined in this 
study with the major results summarized as below: 
(1) In response to insufficient frontal area for directing the 

airflow into the central open space of community, the 
improved design for strengthening the effectiveness of 
urban ventilation at the normal wind indicated a 
significant growth in the central open space from less 
than 1m/s to 2.5 m/s via an increase of the aeration area 
in conjunction with removal of a single high-rise 
building along the flow pathway.  

(2) The spacing between the buildings is an important 
factor to control the wind field for layout planning. The 
urban ventilation is highly influenced via the layout of 
density and spacing of high-rise buildings. Though the 
design of the Danhai New Town may not be perfect 
from the fluidic vision, we can conclude with certain 
that it is quite promising to apply the CFD approach for 
developing the design strategy of great city in the 
future. 
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